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								What our clients are saying about us


								We have established longterm and stable partnerships with various clients thanks to our excellence in solving their automotive needs!


								
									
										More Reviews
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									You Guys Kick arse!! Thank for the work you do!! The power from 3K to 5K
has improved and it has a quicker response. Great upgrade for the money!!
Thaank you!! [image: quotes-image]

                                                                         S.L.
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									Marque Motors was recommended to me by several of my 'German Sport car owning' friends.  Kurt was very generous with his time to help me understand the differences of the cars that I am researching to purchase (Porsche vs. Audi). He gave me some excellent pointers that I would not have thought about before pursuing a purchase. I will definitely bring the car to Marque for a full pre-purchase inspection when I identify it, and any service and repairs as well. I believe they are an excellent resource![image: quotes-image]


                                                                        Jennifer C.
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						7310 S Macadam Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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Call today at 503-293-5386 or come by the shop at 7310 S Macadam Ave, Portland, OR, 97219. Ask any German car owner in Portland who they recommend. Chances are they will tell you Marque Motors.
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